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Include the low-income communities that your organization is evaluating in deciding what questions should be asked #DoGoodData
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Feel like I'm at church at #DoGoodData. Keep wanting to shout: Amen!
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I want @greggish to deliver every power point presentation. Every. Single. One. #DoGoodData
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Survey monkey.com/r/data2017
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WELCOME TO DIGITALIMPACT.IO

THE DIGITALIMPACT.IO SITE IS DESIGNED TO HELP NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS USE DIGITAL DATA ETHICALLY, SAFELY, AND EFFECTIVELY.

POLICY WIZARD  DIGITAL DATA  FOUR PRINCIPLES

WHY DIGITAL IMPACT?

Managing and governing digital data in ways that advance your mission and respect the rights of the people you serve is a core capacity of foundations and nonprofits. While digital data hold tremendous promise for how we do our work in the social sector, they also raise new challenges. Digital data should be viewed as both an asset and a liability.
DIGITAL IMPACT
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